
 

 
 
 
 

Stephanie Feger Expanded Bio 
 
Throughout her life, Stephanie Feger been in the business of empowering people. She’s 
empowered her teams to collective success. She’s empowered individuals, groups and 
organizations to embrace perspective as a tool for deeper satisfaction and personal and 
professional accomplishments. And she’s empowered authors, small business owners and 
entrepreneurs with communications and marketing strategies to help them reach their goals.  
 
Stephanie has always believed that we hold the power to our own success, and she’s 
determined to help others uncover that power. However, it was a dream — literally — that left 
her with the charge to reframe how she saw her own life and encourage others to do the same. 
Many people wake up in the morning feeling refreshed and reinvigorated, however one day 
Stephanie woke up with a completely different outlook on her life altogether and it was that 
dream that became the catalyst for her begin anew. That dream pushed her to redefine her 
own success, re-evaluate her personal goals and turn her “what-ifs” into “why-nots.”  
 
Stephanie’s first book, Color Today Pretty: An Inspirational Guide to Living a Life in Perspective, 
shares her secrets to harnessing true perspective, the ones she has used to discover the 
difference between living an ordinary life and an extraordinary one. Her second book, Color 
Today Pretty Guided Journal, provides readers a meaningful tool to take her messages off the 
pages and invite them into their lives through deep and purposeful reflection. Through her 
speaking engagements, engaging workshops and customized learning opportunities, she 
continues to invite others to embrace perspective even when it may seem most challenging. 
 
After working in the communications and marketing industry for more than 15 years, Stephanie 
felt called to merge her unique expertise with her life’s passions. She wanted to empower 
people in many ways, including empower those who sought to empower others. In addition to 
being an author and speaker, Stephanie also is the founder and chief strategist at the emPower 
PR Group where she provides customized coaching and consulting to authors, small business 
owners and entrepreneurs, ensuring those who need to hear their empowering message can 
and do!  
 
Today, Stephanie is an inspiring author, sought-after speaker and empowering marketing 
coach. She is a great choice for individuals who are looking to find a deeper purpose and 
empower their group, their teams and their organizations to achieve new levels of success. 
 
Learn more about Stephanie and ways to collaborate with her at www.StephanieFeger.com.  
 
 
 



 

 
 
 
 
Stephanie Feger Condensed Bio 
 
Throughout her life, Stephanie Feger has been in the business of empowering people and 
helping others uncover the power to their own success. However, it was a dream — literally — 
that left her with the charge to reframe how she saw her own life and encourage others to do 
the same. This dream became the catalyst for her to redefine her own success, re-evaluate her 
personal goals and turn her “what-ifs” into “why-nots.” 
 
Stephanie is the author of Color Today Pretty: An Inspirational Guide to Living a Life in 
Perspective and Color Today Pretty Guided Journal, where she shares her secrets to harnessing 
true perspective, the ones she has used to discover the difference between living an ordinary 
life and an extraordinary one. Through her speaking engagements, engaging workshops and 
customized learning opportunities, she invites others to embrace perspective even when it may 
seem most challenging. 
 
After working in the communications and marketing industry for years, Stephanie merged her 
unique expertise with her life’s passions, founding the emPower PR Group where she provides 
customized coaching and consulting to authors, small business owners and entrepreneurs, 
ensuring those who need to hear their empowering message can and do! 
 
Learn more by visiting www.StephanieFeger.com.  

 


